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CONNECTED

We provide medical equipment

solutions to markets all over the

world by leveraging our extensive

global networks and strong

strategic partnerships to gain

access to top talent, training,

parts, and technology.

FLEXIBLE

Our clinical engineering solutions

can be tailored to fit the exact

needs and budget of your

organization. Our leaders will

work with you to ensure we

maximize our services to meet

your top priorities. TALENTED 

Our team is comprised of some

of the top clinical engineering

talent in the world. We believe in

supporting continuous growth

and development among our

team members to ensure quality

and sustainability of clinical

engineering services across the

globe. 

COST EFFECTIVE

We have robust internal

capabilities because we invest in

our people and technology. This

allows us to offer custom, cost-

effective solutions to our clients

that minimize reliance on

Original Equipment

Manufacturers (OEMs).

COMPREHENSIVE

Our data-backed clinical

engineering solution combines

the best elements of traditional

management models, and it

incorporates management of all

aspects of clinical engineering

from regulatory compliance to

talent development. This model

has demonstrated tremendous

success in US and international

markets.

CUSTOMER

FOCUSED

As an independent service

organization, we maintain

vendor neutrality. This means

that we will provide unbiased

recommendations with a focus

on meeting your clinical

engineering needs at the best

possible costs. 

STREAMLINED

Our centralized supply chain,

24/7 Client Communication

Center, innovative software, and

comprehensive service model

ensure your resources are

efficiently invested into your

medical equipment. This means

you can worry less about

individual clinical engineering

challenges, and more about

providing quality patient care. 

GLOBAL

Our executive team has over fifty

years of experience working in

international healthcare markets,

and over thirty years of

experience working in the top US

clinical engineering company.

This enables us to build bridges

across markets and countries, as

well as navigate global regulatory

environments.
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